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Exhausting Momentum
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R1: 42,234
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R3: 42,413

Yesterday’s reaction from 42,413 level has placed an immediate top. Expect weakness towards 41,656
level with intraday resistance placed around 42,234 level. Such market action would terminate the
wave B recovery and expose second leg of correction to complete the A-B-C Elliott wave sequence.
General Outlook: According to our preferred Elliott wave count, the index striding in the fifth primary
degree wave has attained first objective of 42,159 level. This wave can stretch beyond level 45,000 level
with any minute correction seen neutralized by a strong cluster of supports between 37,432 and 34,511
levels. It is advised to keep enough liquidity to accumulate positions on such correction. Preferred sectors include banks, oil & gas, utilities and textiles.
13-day Leaders: ICI, SSGC, SNGP, PIOC, NCL, CHCC, FCCL, MLCF, ISL & ATRL
13-day Laggards: MUREB, CPPL, PAKT, COLG, OLPL, FML, SHFA, FEROZ, PSMC & BWCL
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